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I-95 Transit/TDM Study Executive Summary
The George Washington Region has experienced significant growth over
the past decade and this growth is projected to continue through 2045.
The purpose of this study is to identify what transit and TDM measures
are necessary to accommodate this growth. A major component of the
study is to identify the market for a publicly-operated commuter bus
system in the Region to supplement its existing transit and TDM services.

1

Prince William County is also be included in the analysis due to its

proximity to the George Washington Region.

1.1 PREVIOUS STUDIES
This section presents a brief review of recent studies and plans related
to transit service improvements between the George Washington
Region, Northern Virginia, and Washington, DC:

Existing Conditions

•
•
•

The existing conditions analysis summarizes current transit services to

•

the I-95 corridor between the George Washington Region, Northern

•

point for evaluating the market for commuter bus service and the

•

analysis includes a:

•

create a baseline understanding of transit conditions along and around
Virginia, and Washington, DC. This baseline will be used as a starting

•
•

I-95/I-395 Transit/TDM Plan Draft Report (2016)

GWRideConnect Transportation Demand Management

•

VRE System Plan 2040 (2014)

FAMPO 2040 Long-Range Transportation Plan (2013)

FREDericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) Development Plan
(2010)

I-95/I-395 Transit/TDM Study Final Report (2008)

Review of previous studies relating to transit in the George

1.2 TRANSIT SERVICE

I-95 corridor;

Five transit service providers operate four modes within the I-95

Washington Region, with a focus on commuter service on the
•

I-95 Phase I Corridor Study Final Report (2016)

Strategic Plan (2015)

development of a service plan for future commuter bus service. This
•

GWRC/FAMPO Transit/TDM Study Final Report (2017)

Summary of existing transit service levels;

Summary of existing park and ride facilities; and

Summary of existing transit ridership.

The study area is the entire George Washington Region: Stafford,

Spotsylvania, King George, and Caroline Counties, and the City of

Fredericksburg. Transit service operating on I-95 from neighboring

corridor (Figure 1):
•

Local Bus: FREDericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) operates

local bus service within greater Fredericksburg;

•

Commuter Bus: MARTZ Group (a private provider) operates
commuter bus service between Fredericksburg and

destinations in Arlington and Washington, DC and the
Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission
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(PRTC) operates commuter bus service between Prince William

Figure 1: Existing Transit Services in the I-95 Corridor

County and points north;
•

Commuter Rail: Virginia Railway Express (VRE) operates

commuter rail service between Spotsylvania, Fredericksburg

and points in Prince William County, Fairfax County,
Alexandria, Arlington County, and Washington, DC;
•

Passenger Rail: Amtrak operates passenger rail service

between Fredericksburg, Prince William County, Alexandria,

and Washington, DC and between Fredericksburg and points
south.
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1.2.1 Park and Ride Lots

Figure 2: Park and Ride Lot Size and Utilization

There are 25 park and ride lots in the George Washington Region

(Figure 2). Lot utilization was last measured in January 2016, with the

exception of lots at VRE stations, which were measured in April 2017.

Ten lots have utilization rates over 90 percent. VDOT has proposed

building three new Park and Rides and expanding two existing Park

and Rides. Three lots are leased from private entities and therefore are
not permanent.
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1.2.2 Ridership

Transit ridership and other non-single-occupancy vehicle use on the I95 corridor from the George Washington Region to Northern Virginia
and Washington, DC is higher in locations where multiple commuter

services and local feeder services are available.

Figure 3 illustrates the total weekday one-way ridership by transit

and northwest in Fairfax County, Falls Church, and
Montgomery County, Maryland.

•

MARTZ and vanpool/carpool ridership on I-95 increases

incrementally by exit from south to north between exits 126

and 150, which the largest influx of riders entering at exit 130
in Fredericksburg.

provider, including vanpool and carpool totals. For VRE, PRTC, and

vanpool/carpool, this represents northbound ridership taking place

during the AM peak period. The opposite patterns are observed in the

southbound direction in the PM peak period. For the FRED system, this
represents half of the total weekday ridership, since FRED routes are

primarily circulator routes that do not operate in peak directions only.
Figure 4 illustrates the total weekday one-way ridership on I-95 itself
by exit within the George Washington Region; this number only

represents vanpool, carpool, and MARTZ trips.
Key findings include:
•

Transit ridership along the I-95 corridor grows steadily in the
northbound direction between Ladysmith in Caroline County
and the Springfield/Alexandria area.
o

Transit ridership drops off slightly north of

Springfield/Alexandria, and decreases slightly more

between the Mark Center, the Pentagon, and

Downtown Washington, DC, due to several transit

routes terminating at Springfield, Alexandria, the Mark
Center, or the Pentagon, and
o

Numerous vanpools exit the I-95 corridor in the

Springfield/Alexandria area en route to points west
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Figure 3: Weekday One-Way Ridership by Transit Provider

Figure 4: Weekday One-Way Ridership by Transit Provider by I-95 Exit in
the GWRC Region
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2

disaggregate GWRC travel demand model flows to better analyze
external nodes which serve multiple activity centers.

Market Analysis

The purpose of the market analysis is to determine where commuter

The market analysis used a four-step process, as outlined in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Market Analysis Methodology

transit service, in the form of commuter bus, commuter rail, and
vanpool, would be the most successful between the George

Washington Region and Northern Virginia / Washington, DC. The

market analysis combines two transit indexes (commuter transit and
workplace transit) and travel flows to determine potential market
locations for commuter transit service between the George

Washington Region and points north. The transit indexes are both

calculated at the census block group level. The commuter transit index
determines where high concentrations of current and potential transit

commuters likely live, while the workplace transit index determines the
locations of high concentrations of employment.

Travel flows come from the GWRC Regional Travel Demand Model,
which provides origin to destination vehicle travel flows between

Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ) within the George Washington Region.

The model also provides vehicle travel flows between traffic analysis

zones and external nodes that are outside of the George Washington
Region. The demand model has 13 external nodes along the I-95

2.1 STEP 1: ORIGIN ZONES

DC. These 13 nodes roughly correspond to major interchanges along

The first step of the market analysis determined the origin zones and

corridor between the George Washington Region and Washington,

the corridor.

StreetLight is a proprietary dataset that aggregates navigation data and
GPS data from connected devices, and provides indexes of travel flows
to any geography input by the user. StreetLight data was used to

calculated a commuter transit index score for each zone. Origin zones

were defined by clustering block groups into zones by the most

accessible park and ride lot (Figure 7) and calculating the commuter
transit index score for each origin zone. The commuter transit index

score is based on the number of employed persons, commuters, nonMarket Analysis | 2-6
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single occupancy vehicle commuters, and zero and one-car

households in each block group in the George Washington Region

Figure 7: Commuter Transit Index Grouped by Origin Zone

(Figure 6).

Figure 6: Commuter Transit Index
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2.2 STEP 2: DESTINATION ZONES

Figure 8: Market Analysis Destination Zones and Workplace Transit Index

The second step of the market analysis determined the destination

zones and calculated the workplace transit index score for each zone

Destination zones were determined by clustering block groups into

zones by activity center and assigning each the appropriate external
node in the GWRC Regional Travel Demand Model. The workplace

transit index score is based on employment and employment density

for each block group in Prince William County, Fairfax County,

Arlington County, Alexandria, Falls Church, and Washington, DC
(Figure 8).

External nodes to the Beltway (I-95/I-495), Washington, DC, and

Arlington, VA serve multiple activity centers. In this case, the block

groups are still grouped by activity center and the travel flows to the
corresponding external node are divided in Step 3.
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2.3 STEP 3: TRAVEL FLOWS

Figure 9: GWRC Model External Node Disaggregation

The third step of the market analysis prepared the travel flows for final

analysis by:
•

Converting GWRC Regional Travel Demand Model TAZs to

origin block groups,
•

Adding vanpool and VRE flows to the travel demand model

flows (the travel demand model estimates vehicles only), and

•

Using Streetlight data to disaggregate travel flows that serve

multiple activity centers (Figure 9).

This analysis used internal (inside GWRC) to external (outside GWRC,

to Northern Virginia and Washington, DC) travel flows from the GWRC

Regional Travel Demand model during the AM Peak period, and

connected origin zones to destination zones to determine the market

for commuter transit service.

The result of this step is travel flows for 2015, 2030, and 2045 between
census block groups in the George Washington Region (origin zones)

and the 22 destination zones defined in Step 2.
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2.4 STEP 4: MARKET DETERMINATION

Between 2015 and 2030, Quantico has the highest projected growth in

The fourth step of the market analysis determined the market for

Arlington, VA.

commuter transit service for the base year (2015) and the two horizon
years (2030 and 2045). This step:
•

Rte 630) has the highest projected growth in trips among the origin

zones. Between 2030 and 2045, Quantico and Arlington, VA have the

destination zone workplace transit index score,

Ladysmith / Bowling Green in Caroline County and Stafford County

Aggregated the origin of each travel flow to the origin zones
created in Step 1, and

•

Between 2015 and 2030, Stafford County West (I-95, from Rte 17 to

Assigned each travel flow a likely transit mode split based on
its origin block group commuter transit index score and its

•

trips among the destination zones, followed by destination zones in

Found the origin zone-to-destination zone pairs with the

highest ridership potential; these were highlighted for
inclusion in the service plan.

highest projected growth among the destination zones, while

West (I-95, from Rte 17 to Rte 630) have the highest projected growth

among the origin zones.

Table 1: Top Origin/Destination Pairs by Forecast Year
Destination

2.5 MARKET ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Table 1 and Figure 10 summarize the top origin/destination pairs by

year based on the market analysis. To prevent recommending

duplicative service, origin/destination pairs that could be served by

Downtown DC

VRE were excluded. Service to these destinations will be further vetted

in Section 3, including selection of exact terminus locations and

intermediate stops. While it is evident that these pairs will yield the

highest ridership, service from origins with lower potential ridership
will also be considered if they could be coupled with service from
higher potential ridership origins.

All non-VRE origin/destination pairs that show up in multiple forecast

years have increases in ridership predicted between 2015 and 2030,

and 2030 and 2045, due to projected population and employment

growth in the origin and destination zones.

Union
Station/NoMA
/Capitol Hill
Southwest DC
Pentagon/
Pentagon
City/Crystal City

Origins
Southwest
Spotsylvania/Spotsylvania
Courthouse, Caroline County
North / King George County
South, Massaponax,
Spotsylvania County
Northwest, Fredericksburg
East, Falmouth/Leeland,
Brooke, Aquia Harbor,
Stafford County Northwest
Southwest
Spotsylvania/Spotsylvania
Courthouse, Massaponax,
Spotsylvania County
Northwest, Aquia Harbor,
Stafford County Northwest
Stafford County Northwest
Caroline County North / King
George County South,
Stafford County Northwest

Base
Year
(2015)

2030

2045

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Destination

Quantico

Rosslyn/
Courthouse

Navy Yard

Ballston/Clarendon

Fort Belvoir

Origins
Massaponax, Spotsylvania
County Northwest, Aquia
Harbor, Stafford County
Northwest, Southwest
Spotsylvania/Spotsylvania
Courthouse (2045), King
George County
North/Brookfield (2045)
Caroline County North / King
George County South,
Fredericksburg East,
Falmouth/Leeland, Stafford
County Northwest
Caroline County North / King
George County South,
Fredericksburg East,
Falmouth/Leeland, Brooke,
Stafford County Northwest
Caroline County North / King
George County South,
Fredericksburg East,
Falmouth/Leeland, Stafford
County Northwest
Caroline County North / King
George County South,
Fredericksburg East,
Falmouth/Leeland, Stafford
County Northwest

Base
Year
(2015)

2030

2045

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Figure 10: Top Market Analysis Origin/Destination Pairs by Forecast Year
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in transit ridership. In Scenario 2, the projected ridership growth and
any excess demand would be absorbed by VRE and vanpools.

Transit Service Recommendations

Based on the market analysis and existing conditions,

recommendations were developed to improve transit service between

The base year for the recommended transit improvements is 2024,

likely the earliest timeframe in which new commuter bus routes could

be successfully implemented. The horizon years of 2030 and 2045 are
based on the horizon years used in the GWRC Travel Demand Model.

the George Washington Region and Northern Virginia and

The existing, privately-operated MARTZ commuter bus service was

scenarios:

continue regardless of which scenario was ultimately implemented.

Washington, DC. These recommendations were separated into two
•

Scenario 1:
o

Growth and excess demand absorbed by new

publicly-operated commuter bus service, VRE, and

o
o
o

Feeder routes serving VRE stations and commuter lots

3.1.1 Commuter Bus Service

Planned improvements to VRE service

Transportation Demand Management (TDM)

Growth and excess demand absorbed by VRE and

vanpools
o
o
o

Scenario 1 proposes a new commuter bus system between the George

Washington Region and Northern Virginia/Washington, DC that would

Scenario 2:
o

3.1 SCENARIO 1

vanpools

strategies

•

excluded from this analysis. It was assumed that this service would

Planned improvements to VRE service

Feeder routes serving VRE stations and commuter lots
TDM strategies

supplement VRE service and the Region’s vanpools.

Commuter bus ridership estimates were determined from the

difference between total transit demand and demand assigned to VRE
and vanpools. The ridership estimates were then adjusted so

commuter bus share of the commute market would be similar to

Prince William County by 2045. The recommended routes by horizon
year are divided into three categories (Figure 11):
•

Base Year (2021-2024):
o

The primary difference between the scenarios is the introduction of a

Washington, DC, Capitol Hill/NoMA, Pentagon/Crystal

publicly-operated commuter bus system between the George

Washington Region and Northern Virginia/Washington, DC in Scenario

1. This commuter bus system will help accommodate projected growth

Eight routes to Downtown Washington, DC, Southwest

•

2030:

City/Mark Center, and Quantico

TDM Plan | 4-3
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o

One additional route to Rosslyn/Ballston in Arlington

Figure 11: 2024, 2030, and 2045 Commuter Bus Route Recommendations

County
o
•

2045:
o

Reverse peak route to fill in VRE service gaps and

reduce deadheading

Four additional routes, with service added to Navy
Yard in Washington, DC, as well as Fort Belvoir in

Fairfax County
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Prioritization

Commuter bus route horizon years were based on market analysis

demand estimates. It is unlikely that every recommended route for

each horizon year would be immediately implemented in that year;

thus, each route was evaluated against three measures to prioritize
route implementation:
•
•
•

creating a new agency. Commuter bus service could also be contracted

through an agency to a private carrier.

3.1.2 Vanpools

Potential vanpool ridership growth was projected using growth rates

from the GWRC travel demand model. Based on market analysis

origins and destinations, Figure 13 illustrates the likely origins and

Anticipated ridership,

destinations for new vanpool riders by 2045. While some of these

Operating and capital cost impacts.

ridership growth is expected regardless of commuter bus service, as

Service to disadvantaged populations, and

Figure 12 illustrates the results of this prioritization analysis, showing

each route (see Figure 11), from highest to lowest priority, by horizon
year.

Figure 12: Commuter Bus Prioritization Scores

connections will have commuter bus service, some level of vanpool

vanpools offer more flexibility in serving workplace start and end times
and offer front door service to destinations. The largest vanpool
ridership growth by 2045 will likely be seen between northwest

Stafford County and the Pentagon and Washington, DC, along with

northern Spotsylvania County and Quantico.

Operators

There are several different options for commuter bus service

operation, including existing transit agencies (FRED or PRTC) or

TDM Plan | 4-3
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Figure 13: Projected New Vanpool Riders in 2045

bus service, however, this growth was reduced ––some commuters will
likely shift modes from VRE to commuter bus, which has greater

flexibility in serving destinations, and can be routed to serve stops
directly in front of or within a few blocks of major employers.

3.1.4 Park and Ride Lot Implications

The growth in VRE riders and vanpoolers and the introduction of

commuter bus service would increase the use of park and ride spaces
throughout the Region (Figure 14). Planned park and ride lot

expansions at some existing locations and planned construction of

new park and ride lots would mitigate this impact somewhat (Section
1.2.1); however, several areas in the region would likely require

additional park and ride lot expansions to accommodate new riders.
Figure 14: Estimated Unused Park and Ride Spaces in Scenario 1

3.1.3 VRE

Potential VRE ridership growth was projected using growth rates from

the GWRC travel demand model. With the introduction of commuter
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Given the projected space deficits in Scenario 1, northwest Stafford

County, eastern Fredericksburg/southeastern Stafford County, Caroline

Figure 15: Existing and Proposed Feeder Services

County (Ladysmith area), and the Leeland Road VRE Station will all
require new park and ride spaces by 2045.

3.1.5 Feeder Service

FRED currently operates two feeder routes to the Fredericksburg Train
Station, and the 2017 FRED Transit Development Plan (TDP) proposes
four additional feeder routes to VRE stations.

Three additional local bus feeder routes were developed for this study
to supplement existing and proposed transit modes in the George

Washington Region, including VRE, vanpool, carpool, slugging, and
proposed commuter bus. Local bus feeder service would provide

connections to park and ride lots – and regional transit service — for

commuters without access to private vehicles.

The routes were developed for this study based on a transit-oriented

population need analysis performed for the Region. These routes

would connect to the Spotsylvania VRE Station, Leeland Road VRE
Station, and Brooke VRE Station.

3.1.6 Summary

Scenario 1 would introduce a new transit mode to the region to help

satisfy projected growth in transit ridership while also attracting new
riders to transit.
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Table 2 summarizes the projected increase in operating costs, capital

costs, and vehicles needed under Scenario 1. Table 3 summarizes the

projected net riders (one-way) over 2017 by mode for Scenario 1.
Table 2: Scenario 1 Projected Operating and Capital Costs
Net Operating over 2018
Commuter Bus
Reverse
Commuter Bus
Feeder Routes
VRE

Net Operating Subsidy over 2018

Capital

Vehicles

2024

2030

2045

2024

2030

2045

2024

2030

2045

$3,356,139

$5,377,270

$9,042,638

$1,376,017

$2,204,681

$3,707,482

$91,707,054

28

39

54

$0

$946,447

$1,414,862

$0

$388,043

$580,093

$0

0

0

0

$1,147,513

$2,494,888

$4,848,553

$1,017,844

$2,212,966

$4,300,666

$10,060,215

13

17

23

$15,727,000

$34,067,000

$89,319,000

$6,097,000

$11,778,000

$30,973,000

$38,865,795**

0*

2*

11*

-

-

-

$0

$0

$0

$0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

$13,695,404

-

-

-

Vanpool

Park and Ride
Lot Expansion
*Additional rail cars, not vehicles

Cumulative

**Cost of additional rail cars only

Table 3: Scenario 1 Projected Net Riders over 2017
Commuter Bus

2024

2045

561

1,036

1,425

201

347

1,268

VRE

-200

Total

561

Vanpool

2030
212

1,595

1,356
4,049

3.2 SCENARIO 2
Scenario 2 proposes that transit growth in the George Washington

Region be accommodate through the region’s existing modes: VRE

and vanpools. Under Scenario 2, the total transit demand calculated in
the market analysis for each horizon year was disaggregated into VRE
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and vanpool only. Total transit demand calculated in the market

analysis is also reduced by approximately 20 percent, since the total

Figure 16: Projected New Vanpool Riders in 2045

amount of transit service provided is considerably less in this scenario 1.

3.2.1 Vanpools

Potential vanpool ridership growth was projected using growth rates

from the travel demand model, and by redistributing a percentage of
the additional total transit demand that otherwise would have used

commuter bus in Scenario 1. Vanpool growth in George Washington

Region has been significant over the past 15 years. While factors such

as the federal transit benefit amount (currently $255 per month) have a
significant impact on vanpool ridership and formation, growth is

expected to continue through 2045.

The largest growth by 2045 will likely be seen between northwest

Stafford County and the Pentagon, Rosslyn-Ballston and Washington,
DC; between northern Spotsylvania County and Quantico; and
between northern Caroline County and Rosslyn-Ballston.

1
TCRP Report 95, Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes
Handbook, Third Edition.
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3.2.2 VRE

Figure 17: Estimated Unused Park and Ride Spaces in Scenario 2

Potential VRE ridership growth was projected using growth rates from

the travel demand model, and (like vanpools) by redistributing a

percentage of the additional total transit demand that otherwise
would have used commuter bus in Scenario 1.

3.2.3 Park and Ride Lot Implications

VRE and vanpool ridership growth in the region would increase

demand for park and ride spaces (Figure 17). Planned expansions at

some existing lots, and planned construction of new lots, would

somewhat mitigate this impact (Section 1.2.1); however, several areas

in the region would likely require additional park and ride lot
expansions to accommodate new riders.

Given projected space deficits in Scenario 2, the Fredericksburg Train
Station, southeastern Stafford County, Caroline County (Ladysmith

area), and Leeland Road VRE Station will all require new park and ride
spaces by 2045. While Stafford County Northwest would not have a

deficit by 2045, this area should be carefully monitored if any demand

assumptions change in the future.

3.2.4 Feeder Service

Local bus feeder services under Scenario 2 would not differ from those
proposed in Scenario 1, as connections to VRE stations and commuter
lots would create the same benefits discussed in Scenario 1.

3.2.5 Summary

Overall, Scenario 2 would help satisfy projected growth in transit

ridership and attract a limited number of new riders to transit. Table 4

summarizes the projected operating and capital costs associated with
Scenario 2. Table 5 summarizes the projected net riders (one-way)

over 2017 by mode for Scenario 2.
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Table 4: Scenario 2 Projected Operating and Capital Costs
Net Operating over 2018

Feeder Routes
VRE

Capital

Vehicles

2024

2030

2045

2024

2030

2045

Total

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,147,513

$2,494,888

$4,848,553

$1,017,844

$15,727,000

$34,067,000

$89,319,000

-

-

-

-

-

Commuter Bus
Reverse
Commuter Bus

Net Operating Subsidy over 2018

Vanpool

Park and Ride
Lot Expansion
*Additional rail cars, not vehicles

2024

2030

2045

$0

0

0

0

$0

$0

0

0

0

$2,212,966

$4,300,666

$10,060,215

13

17

23

$6,097,000

$11,778,000

$30,973,000

$52,998,811**

1*

5*

15*

$0

$0

$0

$0

0

0

0

-

-

-

$11,566,343

-

-

-

**Cost of additional rail cars only

Table 5: Scenario 2 Projected Net Riders Over 2017
2024

2030

2045

VRE

116

618

1,886

Total

468

1,329

3,374

Commuter Bus
Vanpool

0

351

0

711

Table 6: Comparison of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 – Riders and Public
Costs
Scenario 1

0

1,488

3.3 SUMMARY
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 both increase transit service to meet

projected 2045 demand. Scenario 1, however, introduces a new form

of publicly-operated transit to the region, which in turn increases total

transit ridership due to the increase in overall transit service levels and

New Riders by
2045

Net Cost of

Operating Subsidy
(2045)

Net Cost of Capital
(Cumulative

through 2045)

Scenario 2

• Commuter Bus: 1,425

• Commuter Bus: 0

• Vanpool: 1,268

• Vanpool 1,488

• VRE: 1,356

• Total: 4,049

• $39.6 million
annually

• $154.3 million

• VRE: 1,886

• Total: 3,374

• $35.3 annually

• $74.6million

an increase in the transit options available to residents.

Table 6 compares the ridership and public costs associated with

Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 by 2045. While Scenario 2 is less costly to

operate, Scenario 1 attracts significantly more riders than Scenario 2.
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4

GWRideConnect offers the following services and programs:

TDM Plan





Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is the practice of



other than driving alone. This section summarizes proposed TDM



commuter bus service on I-95 between the George Washington



providing services that promote the use of transportation options



strategies that would promote and complement proposed new



Region and Northern Virginia / Washington, DC. These TDM strategies
focus on employees who live in the George Washington Region but

primarily commute outside of the region. This TDM plan assumes that
Scenario 1 (new commuter bus service) from the transit service
recommendations section of this study is implemented.

4.1 EXISTING SERVICES
GWRC operates GWRideConnect, which promotes, plans and

establishes transportation alternatives to the use of the single

occupant vehicle, thus improving air quality, transportation system

efficiency, and quality of life for the citizens of the City of

Fredericksburg and the counties of Stafford, Spotsylvania, Caroline,
and King George. The vision of GWRideConnect is that of a region

where everyone is aware of the options to bike, walk, take transit, or
share the ride to meet their transportation needs.

Marketing, Promotion, and Commuter Information
Ridematching

Vanpool Assistance

Employer and Residential Outreach
Guaranteed Ride Home
Transit

Park and Rides
Bikesharing

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Table 7 provides a brief summary of TDM recommendations to

promote and complement proposed new commuter bus service on I95 between the George Washington Region and Northern Virginia /

Washington, DC. These recommendations are divided into four

strategies:
•
•
•
•

I-95 Multimodal Target Marketing,

Commuter Bus Rollout Marketing,

Enhanced Commuter Programs, and
First Mile / Last Mile Connections.

All of these strategies would be implemented under Scenario 1. If

Scenario 2 (no commuter bus system) is implemented, the latter two
could still be utilized by GWRideConnect.
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Table 7: I-95 TDM Strategy Summary
Strategy

Element

I-95 Multimodal Target
Marketing

Biennial 8-month TDM
marketing campaign

Commuter Bus Rollout
Marketing

Marketing for Commuter
Bus roll-outs in 2024,
2030, and 2045

Enhanced Van Start
Enhanced Commuter
Programs

Real-time Information
Mobile App /
Ridematching
Ridehail / Kiss and Rides

First Mile / Last Mile
Connections

Planning Coordination

Covered Bicycle Parking

Description

 Biennial 8-month campaign, focused two months on each mode (vanpool, carpool, commuter bus, VRE)
with target messaging and graphics
 The first campaign, in 2022, would be slightly shorter (six months), as commuter bus service is scheduled
to begin in 2024 (commuter bus service would be added to the campaign in 2024)
 Campaign to include roll-outs of other TDM elements before new commuter bus routes launch,
including enhanced commuter programs
 Focus on George Washington Regional media: print, online, radio, and targeted social media
 Commuter bus rollout marketing would encourage community buy-in and involvement, which are
critical to the success of new commuter bus service
o Coordinated roll-out marketing plans for launch of new routes, including:

Earned media

Launch ceremonies

Coordination with local artists design bus wraps or promotional materials (similar
to FRED marketing campaigns)

Consideration of local preferences and impacts when choosing colors and
design.

Incorporating local and feeder bus services into Commuter Bus marketing,
showing how the services complement each other
 Increase Van Start subsidy per seat from $150 (current subsidy) to $200 per seat for a four-month period
for all vans meeting program criteria
 Real-time counters in commuter parking lots to identify parking availability
 Provide real-time parking availability information on regional TDM mobile platform and/or the
GWRideConnect website
 Coordinate with Vanpool Alliance and other organizations to develop regional mobile platform with
multi-modal trip planning, including real-time vanpool seat availability
 Identify opportunities for ridehailing pick-up/drop-off areas at crowded park and rides
 Coordinate with local and regional planners to 1) identify current or future park and ride locations with
adjacent residential/mixed-use land uses, and 2) ensure that bicycle and pedestrian connections are
included in park and ride plans
 Include bicycle and pedestrian connections (including bikeshare) to park and rides from adjacent
neighborhoods in regional plans and transportation funding opportunities
 Coordinate with FAMPO and VDOT to provide covered bicycle parking at park and ride lots
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4.3 PROGRAM COSTS
Estimated costs for each strategy are summarized in Table 8. Certain

costs are not included due to the need for further planning and

coordination, including the mobile app under the Enhanced Commuter

Programs, and bicycle/pedestrian planning coordination under First

Strategy

Cost (2017 Dollars)

Enhanced Commuter
Programs

Park and Ride
Infrastructure: $3,096 2
Enhanced Van Start:
$7,739 3

First Mile / Last Mile
Connections

Mile / Last Mile Connections.

$49,000 5

Total
Cumulative
Cost (by 2045)
$393,096 4
-

Media buys and advertisements – which comprise the vast majority of

costs in both I-95 Multimodal Target Marketing Campaign and

4.4 PHASING

field; estimates provided here are based on retail purchase of print,

Several ongoing elements of the proposed TDM strategies would

Commuter Bus Rollout Marketing – are part of a volatile, fast-changing
radio, and online advertising in 2017. An experienced media buyer is

often able to find significant discounts, especially with bulk purchases.

Also, future media promotion opportunities, categories, and costs may

differ from those available in 2017, as digital media continues to

evolve.

Strategy

Cost (2017 Dollars)

I-95 Multimodal Target
Marketing Campaign
Commuter Bus Rollout
Marketing

$175,000 (for one, eightmonth campaign)
$50,000 (for one, twomonth rollout)

Total
Cumulative
Cost (by 2045)
$2,500,000

information of parking availability at high-demand park and ride lots.
Several upfront infrastructure investments associated with Enhanced

occur before the first I-95 Multimodal Targeted Marketing Campaign
in 2022: traffic counters and connections in high-demand park and
ride lots, and covered bicycle parking in eight park and ride lot

locations. Table 9 summarizes the phasing of the recommended TDM

strategies.

$180,000

Cost of traffic-counting technology for nine park and ride locations
Assuming Scenario 1 2022 vanpool ridership demand, $200 per seat for 1/3
of new 12-seat vanpools

3

Multimodal Targeted Marketing, Enhanced Van Start, and real-time

Commuter Programs and First Mile / Last Mile connections should also

Table 8: TDM Cost Estimates

2

begin in 2022, before commuter bus service launches: the I-95

Cost of traffic counting technology for nine Park and Ride locations plus
Enhanced Van Start Program, which would begin in 2022.
5 Cost of fabrication and installation for pickup/drop-off signs for nine park
and ride locations; cost of bike parking infrastructure for eight park and ride
locations.
4
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Table 9: TDM Strategy Phasing Summary
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